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Abstract. For solving the associated gas outlet, maintaining oil and gas pressure balance and 
increasing the output of a single oil well, the development strategy of gas injection in gas cap and 
horizontal well development in oil rim was proposed in Aryskum oilfield. The location, length and 
distance of horizontal well were optimized based on reservoir numerical simulation method. The 
development effect is the best when vertical position of horizontal well is located in the middle and in 
the middle-lower part of the reservoir (3/5~4/5 away from oil-water interface), horizontal section 
length is about 500 meters, and the reasonable well spacing is 500 meters. This research obtains 
significant economic benefits and provides a successful experience for developing the reservoir with 
big gas cap and narrow oil rim. 

Introduction 
Aryskum oilfield is located in Kyzylorda city of Kazakhstan, which was found in 1985 and put into 
production test by 6 new oil wells between 2000 and 2002. Then, the oilfield development plan was 
approved by Kazakhstan government in 2003, which adopted only one layer series of development, 
triangular pattern of 750×750m and barrier plus peripheral water flooding. However, after the formal 
production of oil rim in 2003, the natural gas was burned in the air and the barrier water injection was 
not carried out. In 2005, Kazakhstan government strengthened the environment protection and 
forbidden the burning of natural gas in the air. In consequence, the number of producing oil wells 
decreased from 36 in April to 17 in August in 2005, which seriously impacted the oilfield development 
effect and economic benefit. After the takeover of CNPC in October 2005, the development strategy of 
gas injection in gas cap and horizontal well development in oil rim was proposed. Meantime, the 
location, length and well spacing of horizontal wells were optimized. Consequently, this improved 
strategy declined the production gas oil ratio, solved the associated gas outlet, recovered the whole 
production of oilfield, and acquired better development effect and economic benefit.  

Survey of Aryskum Oilfield 
The main structure of Aryskum oilfield is an anticline divided by some faults, which involves the 
southwest wing with gentle slope and northeast wing with steep slope (in Fig. 1). The formation of this 
oilfield is the sandstone of layer M-II from Lower Cretaceous, which mainly includes the sandy 
conglomerate, gravel-bearing sandstone and medium-grained sandstone. The average porosity of 
formation is 17%, and the average permeability is 336×10-3μm2, which indicate that the formation has 
moderate porosity and medium permeability. The big gas cap of this reservoir is located in the middle 
of anticline structure, and the narrow oil rim is located in the north, south and west wing of anticline 
structure. The gas cap index of this reservoir is 1.7. 
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Fig. 1 Top structure of layer M-II 

Development strategy of the reservoir with big gas cap and narrow oil rim 
As a complicated reservoir type, the main development problem of gas cap reservoir is the coning of 
gas cap gas, which can easily cause the gas channeling of oil wells and impacts seriously the production 
of oil wells[1]. The key of successful development of gas cap and oil rim is preventing the gas channeling 
and utilizing the elastic energy of gas cap reasonably to enhance the oil rim recovery [2]. Currently, the 
development of gas cap reservoir has been studied from different aspects, which mainly involves 5 
types[3]: development by the elastic energy of gas cap[4]; concurrent production of gas cap and oil rim 
with the pressure declined[5-7]; only oil rim development by maintaining the pressure balance of gas cap 
and oil rim[8]; gas development by injecting gas into gas cap[9];concurrent production of gas cap and oil 
rim by barrier water injection[10-14]. 

Gas injection in gas cap for solving associated gas outlet and supplementing reservoir energy. 
Before the takeover of Aryskum oilfield by CNPC, all of the oil wells were vertical wells. Due to the 
extremely low price of natural gas sold to the resource country, the gas price of 1000 cubic meters is 
about one-fifteenth of the oil price of 1 ton. Therefore, the development of gas cap is not available 
economically. 

With the development of oilfield, the reservoir pressure declined and production gas oil ratio (GOR) 
increased. Especially, the GOR of oil well located in the oil rim rose to 1775.3m3/t-4595.4m3/t. Owing 
to the ban of forbidding the burning of natural gas in the air, a large number of oil wells had to be shut, 
which caused that the number of oil wells declined from 36 to 17.  

Gas injection can supplement the reservoir energy, enhance the oil displacement efficiency, increase 
the sweep efficiency, and increase the oil recovery rate and eventual oil recovery[15]. Many researches 
have shown that gas injection in the gas cap can not only solve the discharge problem of natural gas, but 
also enhance the oil and gas recovery. Hence, the natural gas compression and injection station was 
built, which is used to inject the associated gas into gas cap from Aryskum oilfield and nearby oilfield. 
The annual gas injection is 250 million meters, which solved the associated gas outlet and recovered the 
production of closed well. The annual oil production of Aryskum oilfield in 2006 increased to 835 
thousand tons (the oil production in 2005 was 240 thousand tons). 
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Horizontal well development in oil rim for increasing the well productivity and preventing 
the gas channeling. For the gas cap reservoir, the development strategy should not only consider the 
recovery of gas cap and oil rim, but also decrease the loss of oil and gas resources as far as possible. 
Therefore, the development pattern of water avoidance in the bottom and gas avoidance in the top is 
extremely complicated[16-17]. According to the research results of horizontal well development at home 
and abroad, compared with vertical well, the horizontal well takes advantages of big oil drainage area, 
high well production rate, and low operation cost[18]. Based on the selection standard of reservoir static 
and dynamic parameters for horizontal well[19], horizontal well development is beneficial for the oil rim 
in Aryskum oilfield.  

The location optimization of horizontal section in the reservoir profile. Assuming the oil 
recovery rate is constant, the influence of the location of horizontal section on the development of gas 
cap reservoir with oil rim and bottom water is studied. There are 5 scenarios designed to predict the 
future development indexes. In those scenarios, the location of horizontal section is set to the top part, 
the middle-upper part, the middle part, the middle-lower part and the bottom part of oil formation. The 
reservoir numerical simulation shows that, the closer the distance between horizontal section and 
oil-gas contact, the earlier the gas breakthrough time; the closer the distance between horizontal 
section and oil-water contact, the earlier the water breakthrough time and the shorter the water free 
production period. For the gas cap reservoir with oil rim and bottom water, the gas coning is more 
familiar than water coning, and the bottom water can retard the gas coning to some extent. 
Furthermore, the retard effect increases when the vertical location of horizontal section is more 
rational. The Fig. 2 shows that, when the location of horizontal section is set to the top part, the 
middle-upper part, the middle part, the middle-lower part and the bottom part of oil formation, the 
recovery factor is 8%,12%,16%,18% and 11% respectively. Above all, the best location of horizontal 
section is the middle part and middle-lower part, that is 3/5~4/5 away from oil-water interface. 

  
Fig. 2 Relation between the location of horizontal 

section with recovery factor 
Fig. 3 Relation between the length of horizontal 

section with recovery factor 
The length optimization of horizontal section. In order to study the influence of the length of 

horizontal section, the length of horizontal section is set to 300m, 500m, 700m, and 900m respectively 
under the condition of the same well spacing. The reservoir numerical simulation indicates that the 
largest recovery factor is 22% when the length of horizontal section is 500m. Hence, the rational length 
of horizontal section of Aryskum oilfield is around 500m (in Fig. 3) . 

The well spacing optimization of horizontal wells. Assuming the optimal length of horizon 
section is 500m, the influence of well spacing of horizontal wells is studied. Specifically, the well 
spacing of horizontal wells is set to 900 to 300m respectively. The simulation results indicate that, the 
recovery factor increases when the well spacing decreases. When the well spacing decreases from 
600m to 500m, the largest increment of recovery factor is 4.5%. With the well spacing continues to 
decline, the increment of recovery factor becomes to drop. Therefore, the rational well spacing of 
horizontal wells in Aryskum oilfield is 500m (in Fig. 4). 
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Fig. 4 Relation between well spacing and recovery factor under the same length of horizontal section 
Implementation effect of horizontal wells. The horizontal wells were mainly deployed in the west 

part of the middle oil rim. Meantime, the deploy direction is mainly NW-SE (in Fig. 1), parallel to 
structure contour. The length of horizontal section is 205 to 918m, and the average is 559.7m. 

By the end of 2014, there were 15 horizontal wells put into production. The average oil production 
rate per well is 79.7t/d, which is 4.4 times the size of the nearby vertical well (18.3t/d). The oil gas ratio 
is only 87.3m3/t, which is far less than the nearby vertical well (534.1m3/t). 

Conclusion 
Gas injection in the gas cap solves the problem that resource country forbids the natural gas burning in 
the air. Meantime, it also supplement the reservoir energy, which recovers the production of closed 
wells. 

For the reservoir with gas cap and oil rim, the horizontal well can restrain the gas channeling better 
than vertical well. Furthermore, Horizontal well can increase the productivity of single well, which 
provides efficient approach for enhancing the recovery factor of the reservoir with gas cap and oil rim. 
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